
There may never come a knock on the door.
But then again, there might.
Medicare’s new Recovery Audit Contractors are

active now in all states, and they are auditing both
physician and hospital records in search of overpay-
ments.
They began in 2005 with a demonstration project in

California, Florida, and New York – the states with
the largest number of Medicare claims – and later
expanded to Massachusetts, South Carolina, and
Arizona.
Now the demonstration is over and the RACs are

digging into claims in all states.
Will the office get hit?
There’s no way to avoid it, says attorney JESSICA

GUSTAFSON of The Health Law Partners in
Southfield, MI. The RACs determine their targets
using their own software.
But what the manager can do is understand the

appeals process and be prepared to act should the
RAC appear at the door denying payments and
demanding refunds.

are appeals worth the effort?
Looking at government statistics, it seems that

appeals are fruitless. They show that during the
demonstration, only about 20% of RAC claims were
appealed and most of those were decided in Medi-
care’s favor.
But don’t be swayed by those numbers, says

Gustafson, whose practice focuses on Medicare
appeals. Those were preliminary statistics published
before the appeal time frame had expired.
What her firm has found with its own clients is that

the success rate for appeals is close to 90%.
That doesn’t mean every appeal is winnable, she

says. “But it doesn’t mean they’re losers either.”
Her advice is to “appeal just about anything.” Keep

in mind that the RACs are paid a percentage of the
overpayments they collect. Their only incentive is to
deny claims, so they make denials wherever there’s
any possibility of collecting money, even when the

evidence is weak. Thus, their payment demands aren’t
unassailable.

how ironclad is the RAC decision?
What if the office’s position isn’t 100%? Should it

still appeal?
Don’t discount even that, Gustafson says. When the

office doesn’t have an ironclad case – perhaps its doc-
umentation isn’t all it should be – there are legal
defenses that can be raised and that can win the
appeal.
One, for example, is a waiver of liability defense. It

can apply when an auditor deems a service not reason-
able or necessary. Under that provision, the payment
is appropriate if the doctor had no way of knowing

(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

For Colorado clinic, telecommuting
fills the gap in long-term absences
A large Colorado clinic with 60 physicians and 300 staff has

started allowing staff to work from home. But unlike most employ-
ers, it doesn’t view telecommuting as a way to reduce overhead.
Instead, the Longmont Clinic in Longmont, CO, uses it to accommo-
date staffers who would otherwise have to take extended time off.
And it’s “choosy and picky” about who can take advantage of it.
The clinic began the telecommuting only within the past year

when one staffer’s child became ill and needed ongoing treatment.
“We knew she would be in the hospital more than at work, but we

didn’t want to lose her,” says CANDYALPS who heads manage-
ment information systems and data processing. Neither did the
office want to bring in temporary help because of the work slow-
down and the increased risk of errors.
The staffer mostly posts charges, so the office set up a wireless

system that lets her “get into the system and do her work” on her
laptop from home or from the hospital.
Soon the clinic allowed essentially the same thing for another

staffer who became caregiver for an elderly parent. She now spends
one day a week with her father and also gets the work done.
The days at home “are counted as if the staffer is in the office.”

The department manager tracks when the staffer logs on and off and
sees that the amount of work done is what’s expected in a day for
the individual position.
What about data protection?
The work is password-protected, says Alps, who is also the

office’s HIPAA compliance officer. In addition, the staffers have
been trained “to sit in an isolated area,” to keep their screens direct-
ly in front of them, and to close their laptops when anybody walks
into the room. Along with that, everybody – including the physicians
– signs a confidentiality form before taking any information offsite.
Working from home is allowed on a case-by-case basis, and it’s

the department manager who has the final word. The job has to
involve no patient contact and very little contact with other employ-
ees. Someone who enters payments from the EOBs, for example, “is
an ideal person.”
Alps notes, however, that the office doesn’t promote telecommut-

ing, doesn’t consider it a permanent arrangement, and doesn’t allow
it simply to suit an employee’s preferences. Instead, “there has to be
a good reason for it.” It’s used only “to keep things rolling” during
what would otherwise be downtime for a current staffer.

If your office has a system that makes managing easier, MOM
would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical Office
Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone 404/367-
1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we write
about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
that the claim would not be paid – perhaps because
the carrier didn’t provide adequate communication
about the nonpayment.
Another is the treating physician rule, which says

the physician who examined the patient and was most
familiar with the condition is in the best position to
determine medical necessity, and absent clear evi-
dence to the contrary, that doctor’s determination is
binding.
There’s also the provider without fault defense. It

says the payment is appropriate if the doctor followed
the payer’s regulations, disclosed all the material
facts, and had good reason to assume the payment was
correct.
Another legal defense is the fact that a doctor is

without fault if an overpayment is discovered more
than three years after the payment is made. However,
that won’t apply to the RACs, because they cannot
search back farther than three years.

most appeals from complex reviews
Offices are subject to two types of RAC audits.
The first is an automated review, and it’s the easy

money. The RAC simply runs a software program and
turns up obvious errors, such as two claims filed for
the same service or carrier payment mistakes or wrong
coding that results in overpayment.
In that situation, it simply demands a refund – and

keeps a percentage of it. It doesn’t look at the records,
because it deems the demand unquestionable.
The second type of audit is the complex review, and

it isn’t so easy. There the RAC’s software identifies
errors that are probable but not certain. There’s room
for argument, so it reviews the medical records in
question.
Just about all appeals will come from the complex

reviews, Gustafson says.
The office is free to appeal the automated reviews,

but unless it knows the RAC’s findings are in error,
it’s probably a useless exercise. If the errors are obvi-
ous, “let it go.”

five steps and a business decision
The appeal decision “is a business decision,”

because it’s not without cost – though the cost isn’t
necessarily overwhelming.
What’s more, many times an office can file an

appeal without an attorney, which means no attorney’s
fees, though there is still the time investment of com-
piling the information and dealing with the appeal.
There are five levels of appeal.
• First level. The office asks for a redetermination

of the claim. It has 120 days to do so. Many offices

are able to go through this first level “solo” and with
good success, she says.
• Second level. The office asks for a reconsidera-

tion from a qualified independent contractor, or QIC,
and there is 180 days’ leeway here.
It’s also possible to go through this level without

hiring an attorney, she says. However, this is the last
opportunity to submit documentation, so the office
should at least consult with an attorney to make sure
nothing has been left out.
• Third level. The office asks for a hearing with the

Office of Medicare Hearings and Appeals. The hear-
ing is conducted by an administrative law judge, and
at this level it’s best to have an attorney. The hearing
is usually done via conference call.
There are 60 days to make the request.
• Fourth level. If the office thinks the ruling of the

administrative law judge is not right, it can file an
appeal with the Medicare Appeals Council. It has 60
days for this, and again, attorney representation is
almost always necessary.
It can be worthwhile to go on to this level, she says,

even for a small office. The focus at this point is on
errors, and if the office is certain it has made no errors
and if the cost of legal representation doesn’t over-
shadow the potential loss, it’s worthwhile to continue.
• Fifth level. The office goes to Federal District

Court. It has 60 days to do so, and the amount has to
be at least $1,260. At this final stage, the office obvi-
ously needs an attorney, and because of the cost of
going to court, unless the amount is substantial “it’s
probably not worthwhile.”
But the decision will depend on the win or loss the

office is facing, she notes. The RACs can use statisti-
cal projections, so even if there is just a small sample
of claims at issue, the office could be looking at “a
high-dollar value that justifies the cost.”

self report or be quiet?
Suppose the office finds errors through a self audit.

Should it report them to the RAC?
Gustafson’s advice is to have an attorney direct all

the office’s audits. Then the audit results are protected
by attorney/client privilege.
Also be aware that the office could be wrong on

what it determines to be overpayments. “Reasonable
minds can differ” on whether an E/M service is a level
3 or level 4.”
When an office is in receipt of a known overpay-

ment, it’s obligated to return the money. “But don’t
create a roadmap” for an auditor. For example, don’t
return the overpayments with a message of “here are
all our deficiencies in the past.” Do the audit under
the attorney’s direction “and privilege the findings.”
As to looking for errors and returning overpay-
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ments in an effort to stave off the RAC, don’t do it,
she says. The office may or may not be selected for an
audit, and proactively paying back overpayments
won’t take it out of the RAC’s radar. What’s more,
those claims could be payable on appeal.

likely no increase in fraud risk
The RACs are not searching for fraud, because they

don’t get paid if they find it.
When they find evidence of fraud, they have to turn

the matter over to Medicare for fraud review. That
puts them “off the case,” and there’s no contingency
fee to be had.
Thus, it’s likely they will not increase the office’s

risk of being found guilty of fraud.

electronic records: two cautions
There are some points offices need to be watchful

for.
One is medical records, and there are two cautions.
First, watch out for templates that auto complete.

With that function, it’s possible for a procedure that is
documented in today’s record to get automatically
added to earlier entries.
She cites one client office that met with that issue

unexpectedly. It documented colonoscopies done in
one month, and then the system automatically docu-
mented them again in the medical history of an earlier
record. No one realized that was happening. In came
an auditor’s record request and the office didn’t
unclick the box that allowed the automatic transfer,
and the auditor’s decision was that “all the claims
were suspect.”
It was obvious what happened, but the auditor did-

n’t agree. It questioned the validity of the entire
record, arguing “how could you know then what you
do later?”
The second point of caution is to watch out for over

dependence on templates.
There’s nothing wrong with using templates, she

says, “but be aware that every record should be dis-
tinct.” Make sure the records “don’t look too templat-
ed.” When an auditor sees that, it will say the office
just transferred in the information and didn’t actually
do what the documentation says.

contact info: one caution
Another cautionary point: make sure the RAC has

the correct contact information for the office.
Gustafson cites hospital clients who received infor-

mation from the RACs that no one ever picked up.
Sometimes it was a fax that was sent to an invalid

number; other times it was a request that was not

addressed to any particular individual and so got over-
looked.
To ensure the office receives – and acts on – every

item of RAC correspondence, name one person to be
the office’s RAC contact, she says.
Some of the RACs have a place on their websites

where the office can enter its contact information. If
so, put the individual’s name there.
She adds that some people think it’s best “not to get

too obvious” for fear of generating an audit. But the
RACs don’t get their audit triggers from contact infor-
mation; they get it from data analysis. Entering a con-
tact name won’t spur a call from an auditor.

signatures: one more caution
Yet another note of caution: be careful about who

signs what. Appoint just one person to sign all RAC
forms and correspondence.
During the demonstration project, one of the RACs

routinely handed out a form that said it had found
coding errors and that carried a checkbox for the
provider to indicate agreement with the findings. A
note said the form had to be returned within 30 days.
In some instances, someone such as a medical

record staffer signed the form. Then if the institution
wanted to appeal the findings, the RAC produced the
signature and the institution had to go through the
hassle of asserting that the staffer was not authorized
to sign anything on behalf of the organization.

it’s not going anywhere
Will the RACs go away?
Don’t count on it.
They are yet another way to return money to the

Medicare Trust Fund, and the money is big.
During the demonstration, in six states alone the

RACs returned nearly $1 billion to Medicare, and of
that amount, $20 million came from a relatively small
number of physician claims.
And the RACs too are seeing a good profit. They

get to keep a percentage of the amounts Medicare col-
lects. For Region A it’s 12.45%; for Region B, 12.5%;
for Region C, 9%; and for Region D, 9.49%.

a final caution: don’t waste time
A final note of caution.
With complex reviews, the RAC requests medical

records and the office has a deadline to produce them.
Waste no time. The office has 45 days – calendar

days, not business days – to respond.
If the office doesn’t produce the records or request

an extension of time within those 45 days, the RAC
gets an automatic win. �
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Manage with softness;
employee claims can bring
tremendous penalties
Gone are the days of settling employee complaints

with negotiation.
When today’s employees feel they’ve been

wronged, “they go to an attorney, and it gets played
out in front of a jury.” And the juries don’t just make
them whole, says employment law attorney ANNAM.
DAILEY of Dinsmore and Schole in Charleston, WV.
They award sizeable punitive damages as well.
Claims against employers are today’s easy way to

get money. It’s the new lottery.
As a result, managers need to do more than just fol-

low the law. They need to manage in a way that puts
the office in a softer light – and hope to mitigate the
damages.

a show of fair discipline
The first thing juries watch for is fairness, Dailey

says.
When someone claims wrongful dismissal, they

look for progressive discipline. They want to know if
the employer tried to avoid the firing.
They also want to see that each warning ended with

a caution that failure to do certain things would lead
to discharge. They want to see that the firing did not
come as a surprise.
That’s true even in employment-at-will states.

“Juries think there is a constitutional right to progres-
sive discipline, even though there is no right.”

treat complaints with respect
Fairness also extends to trying to correct problems

for employees.
Suppose Staffer A is fired for poor performance and

then says that Doctor A’s behavior created a hostile
work environment that made it impossible to get the
work done.
Investigate, and if the complaint proves to be justi-

fied, remedy the situation and invite Staffer A to come
back to the job. And don’t look for a trade-off. Don’t
give the job back in exchange for Staffer A’s agreeing
not to sue.
Even if the staffer does sue, the office will likely

not see severe penalties because it has shown fairness.

extra fairness for longtime staffers
With longtime employees, go beyond fair, Dailey

says. If there is any question about the behavior or the

performance, answer in the employee’s favor.
A jury will always lean toward what the employee

says.

get the other side of the story
More fairness: don’t fire somebody for misconduct

without first getting that person’s side of the story.
Dailey gives the example of a staffer who is about

to be fired for shouting at a patient. Before doing the
firing, ask for the employee’s version of what hap-
pened. The answer can be valuable.
The staffer may say “you’re right. I did do that and

I shouldn’t have.” Now there’s an admission, and if
the discharge ever comes into question, the office can
respond with “we asked Staffer A about it and he said
yes, he had done it. It confirmed everything.”
And even if there’s no admission of guilt, if the

plaintiff’s attorney asks “did you ever ask Staffer A
for his side of what happened?” it’s far better to say
“yes we heard him out and we didn’t believe him”
than it is to say “no, we didn’t bother.’”
Beyond that, what the staffer says may change the

picture. The manager might find, for example, that a
staffer being discharged for excessive absences has
stayed out “because every time she was at work the
boss came over and put his hand down her blouse.”

tell the truth about the why
Fairness also extends to being truthful – telling the

employee the full reason for the firing.
Firing is a tough conversation, and managers often

try to make it more palatable by not giving the real
reason for the discharge but turning to the standard
comment of “your services are no longer needed.”
Hire somebody else to fill that position, and there’s

evidence the manager has just lied.
Give the why of it. Tell that person exactly why the

firing is happening.
Try to tell a jury how bad the person’s performance

was when the discharge letter says otherwise, and the
jury is going to side with the employee.

get it in handwriting
Keeping in mind that juries identify more with an

employee than with an employer, the office has to
ensure that what it presents is seen as absolutely truth-
ful.
And one way to do that is to get things not just in

writing but in handwriting.
Suppose there’s some action such as violence that

requires immediate dismissal and other people in the
office have witnessed it.
Ask them to write down what they saw, and tell
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them to put it in their own words. A handwritten
account “prevents anybody’s changing the story down
the road.”.
It’s also dispute-proof. Written by hand, there can

be no argument that it’s something the manager tran-
scribed or summarized. It’s something that person
actually wrote down.
And if a claim comes after all the people involved

have moved on to other jobs, the office can show it
and say “this is the information we relied on.”

get the evidence ready
There also needs to be obvious truth in the evidence

the office presents to a jury, and to demonstrate that,
if an employee threatens a law suit, “start gathering
the evidence.”
And don’t limit it to what’s readily available on the

manager’s desk. Gather up every item that’s remotely
relevant to the matter and search the computers as
well. Don’t discard anything as unimportant.
If a discovery request comes, the office will need to

have everything ready to produce. People always
make an effort to produce what’s requested, she says,
“but they don’t always make a thorough effort.”
To get into a matter and suddenly come up with a

file or document that was overlooked earlier will
destroy the doctors’ credibility. At that point, the
plaintiff’s counsel starts to distrust the office – and so
does the jury.

don’t hire a gladiator
Finally, Dailey says, if it becomes necessary to hire

an attorney to represent the office, “don’t hire some-
one just because that lawyer is a gladiator.”
Courtroom skills aside, what the doctors need is

representation from an employment law attorney.
An attorney who does not focus on employment law

doesn’t know the ins and outs of dealing with cases of
that type, and the result can be that the office spends a
lot of time and money on the claim “only to find out it
has to spend much more.” �

A final look at CPT updates
from radiology onward
BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
This column completes our summary of the new

CPT updates.
Here we cover radiology, path and lab, medicine,

and the Category II and Category III codes.

radiology
Diagnostic imaging. The new codes here start with

74261-74263 for CT colonography, which is a virtual
colonoscopy or a colon study via CT scan. It does not
involve an endoscope and is therefore used mostly for
patients with colon obstructions such as tumors.
The codes show the procedure with and without

contrast material and also screening colonographies.
The rest of the new codes here are for coronary pro-

cedures.
First is 75565, an add-on code for cardiac MRI with

velocity flow mapping, which tests the velocity of the
blood flow through the heart.
Next are 75571-75574 for CTs of the heart to detect

calcium deposits. Those deposits are often a precursor
to cardiac disease, and the test produces a calcium
score that indicates the extent of the deposits.
The last code is 75791 for radiological evaluation

of the arteriovenous shunt used for kidney dialysis.
Radiation oncology. Just one new code here. It is

77338 for multileaf collimator device use. MLCs are
movable devices that can pinpoint radiation therapy
and thereby minimize damage to healthy tissue during
treatment.
Use the code just once per treatment session.
Nuclear medicine. Four newcomers here. They are

78451-78454 for myocardial perfusion imaging to
evaluate the blood supply to the heart. They distin-
guish single and multiple tomographic and planar
studies, and they cover studies done at rest and also
during stress.

pathology and laboratory
Chemistry. The new codes here start with 83987

for analysis of exhaled breath. The test is done to
study gastroesophageal reflux in patients with pul-

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update

by john chase
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monary disorders. GERD is a common cause of chron-
ic cough.
Next is 84145, which until now has been a

Category II code. It is for procalcitonin testing, which
is done to check the progression of obstructive lung
disorders.
After that is 84431 for thromboxane level testing in

the urine, often done for patients on aspirin therapy to
evaluate their risk of cardiovascular event.

Immunology. This area has five new codes.
Code 86305 covers testing for human epididymis

protein 4, which is a marker for ovarian cancer.
Code 86352 is for measuring the response to

immunosuppressants, often done after organ trans-
plants to see if the drug is toxic to the patient.
Next is 86780 for treponema pallidum testing,

which is a test for syphilis.
And the last two are 86825 and 86826 for tissue

testing done to crossmatch donor tissue.
Microbiology. The first two new codes here are

87150 and 87153 for DNA and RNA testing.
The other new code is 87493 for testing for

clostridium difficile, or C. diff, which is an intestinal
disease often caused by excessive use of antibiotics.
C. diff has become a serious problem in many hospi-
tals and long-term care facilities.

Surgical pathology. Two new codes – 88387 and
88388. Both are for macroscopic tissue exams.

In vivo lab procedures. Here the only new code is
88738 for transcutaneous hemoglobin measuring.
That type of measuring is often used with infants. It

measures the hemoglobin with white light spec-
troscopy instead of by drawing blood.

Reproductive medicine. Only one new code here
as well. It is 89398, and it covers unlisted testing pro-
cedures for reproductive medicine.

medicine
Vaccines, toxiods. The first new code here is

90670 for a new type of pneumococcal conjugate vac-
cine that was given FDA approval only last month.
The vaccine is used in infants and young children to

protect against certain pneumococcal bacteria that can
cause diseases such as meningitis and otitis media.

Special otorhinolaryngologic services. There are
three new codes for ENT services.
First is 92540 for the testing of nystagmus, which is

involuntary and rapid eye movement.
Second is 92550 for testing the function of the mid-

dle ear.
And third is 92570 for testing the function of the

acoustic system, often done for patients with tinnitus.
Cardiovascular. In the cardiovascular section, the

only new code is 93750 for testing a VAD, or ventric-

ular assist device. The VAD replaces the function of a
failing heart, and it’s used for patients recovering
from heart attacks or heart surgery and also for
patients awaiting heart transplants.

Pulmonary. There are three new pulmonary codes,
all for pulmonary function testing in children up to
age 2. They are 94011-94013.
That type of testing is quite specialized and is not

performed in most facilities.
Neurology and neuromuscular procedures. The

last new code in the medicine section is 95905 for
nerve conduction testing in the limbs. It applies to
motor and sensory nerve conduction and might be
done, for example, for a patient with symptoms of
carpal tunnel syndrome.
It is used once for each limb tested and so can be

used four times for a single patient.

category II codes
The Category II codes are the F codes, or four dig-

its followed by the letter F. All of them track perfor-
mance, and many are used in Medicare’s quality
reporting.
This year, there are 92 newcomers, many covering

screenings and preventive measures.
The Category IIs are not mandatory – offices can

use them or not.

category III codes
Finally, there are the Category III codes for new

technologies. They are the T codes, or four digits fol-
lowed by the letter T.
These codes don’t last forever. They can stay

around for as long as five years and if they don’t get
used enough during that time to warrant being real
CPT codes, they are retired. This year 15 of them
went that route.
Many of them, however, do eventually migrate to

the regular codes.
Such was the case this year when 22 of them were

deleted and translated into seven new full-fledged
CPT codes. For example, virtual colonoscopy used to
be coded at Category III codes 0066T and 0067T but
now has become regular CPT codes 74261-74263. The
same is true of plug repair of an anorectal fistula.
Previously, it was Category III code 0107T, and now
it’s CPT code 46707.
As for the new Category IIIs, there are 11 of them.

They run from 0197T to 0107T and cover a wide
range of technologies from radiation therapy to blood
flow measurement to sleep studies to data analysis.

Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is
assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �
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22 danger spots, or where
trouble could be brewing
in Medicare claims
Here’s where to be careful.
These are the 22 areas where the Office of

Inspector General is searching for money this year.
The government sees them as the areas most likely to
be fraught with fraud, so it’s searching them out for
questionable payments.
The first 15 are new this year; the other seven are

continuations from last year.
Hospice billing. For hospice care, Medicare makes

some payments to the hospice and some to the doctor.
The OIG is searching for double billings – and double
payments. It’s also casting an eye on the frequency
and amount of doctors’ hospice billings.

Hospice utilization. The search here is for overuse
of hospice services in Part A claims.
Originally, Medicare only covered 210 days of hos-

pice care, but now there’s no limit, and Medicare says
that since the limit ended, more patients have been
sent to hospice and their stays have become longer.

Electronic prescribing incentive payments.
Medicare is looking for errors in the e-prescribing
incentive payments so it can tighten up its procedures
for handing out the money next year.

Ambulatory surgery center payment system.
Medicare recently revised its payment method for
ASC payments, and it’s now evaluating the accuracy
of the new calculation method.

Imaging service payments. One of the factors that
goes into the Medicare payment calculation is the
practice expense, or the doctor’s costs for things such
as rent, salaries, and equipment. It wants to see if it’s
allowing too much for that in imaging payments.

Unbundling of lab tests. This applies to clinical
labs. The search is for claims for profile and panel
tests where the lab has drawn specimens on different
days and then submitted a claim for each one.

Modifier GY. The GY modifier says a service is
excluded from Medicare by law, and when it applies,
the doctor doesn’t have to give the patient advance
notice that there’s no Medicare coverage.
The concern is that the modifier is being used inap-

propriately and that a lot of patients are winding up
with medical bills they didn’t expect to have to pay.

Independent diagnostic testing facilities. These
are testing centers – both fixed and mobile – that are
not connected to a hospital or a physician’s office. In
2006, Medicare paid out $71.5 million to facilities
that did not have billing privileges.

Doctors’ compliance with assignment rules. The
OIG is looking for overbilling from doctors who

accept assignment. It is also making sure patients are
aware of their rights when they are overbilled.

Secondary providers who are excluded from
Medicare. Excluded providers are those who have
been found guilty of fraud or abuse and have been
kicked out of Medicare.
The problem comes when they act as secondary

providers and order services for Medicare patients or
refer them to other providers. The secondary
provider’s NPI doesn’t have to appear on the claim,
and right now there’s no way to determine if a sec-
ondary provider has been excluded from Medicare.

Ambulance transport of ESRD patients to dialy-
sis facilities. Medicare is looking for ways to reduce
the number of these transports.

Transportation claims. Here the focus is on
whether the medical record supports the claim and
also if the patient actually got transported.

Transforaminal epidural injection payments.
These injections are used to treat back pain, and from
2003 to 2007, they increased by 130%. The OIG is
looking for inappropriate claims.

Error rates on Part A and Part B claims. Here the
focus is on the accuracy of error rate estimates.

Claims with dates of service after the patient’s
death. Part A coverage ends with the day of death,
and Part B coverage ends on the last day of the month
in which the beneficiary dies. The government is
looking for claims for services outside those limits.

and continued from last year . . .
These elements have been on the OIG’s radar since

last year and are still under scrutiny.
Place-of-Service codes. Doctors’ payments are

higher for in-office services, and Medicare is search-
ing for claims for in-office fees when the service was
actually done in an outpatient center.

Reassignment of benefits. The goal here is to pre-
vent schemes where someone gets a physician’s ID
information and then requests reassignment of the
payments.

Enrollment standards for independent diagnostic
testing facilities. At issue is whether these facilities
meet the 14 quality and performancel standards
required for Medicare billing.

E/M services during the global surgery period.
The OIG is counting the number of E/M services
being provided as part of the global payment. It wants
to see if that number has decreased since the global
surgery fee payments started in 1992, which could
indicate unbundling.

Payments to clinical social workers. Under the
microscope are services provided in hospitals and
skilled nursing facilities. Not all social worker ser-
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vices are covered in those facilities, so Medicare is
searching for overlapping dates in Part A and Part B
claims to see if services that were actually provided in
inpatient facilities were billed under Part B.

Outpatient physical therapy. Medicare is check-
ing documentation of independent therapists to see if
their services are reasonable and necessary.

Polysomnography. These are sleep studies, and
Medicare covers them only when there is a diagnosis
of sleep apnea, narcolepsy, impotence, or parasomnia.
It’s looking for claims that don’t carry those diagnoses
because polysomnograpy payments are steadily
increasing. In 2001 they came to $62 million, and by
2005 they were up to $215 million. �

Management questions
from office romances
to psychiatric medications
Here are four not uncommon and also sticky situa-

tions any manager can encounter. They cover physi-
cian/staffer romances, disciplining a staffer who has
filed an EEOC complaint, the staffer with a psychi-
atric disorder who refuses to take necessary medica-
tion, and outside harassers.

the office romance
What should the practice do when a physician is

romantically involved with a staffer?
Any romance where there is a reporting relationship

is a disaster in the making, cautions PETER V. HAN-
DAL, chairman and CEO of Dale Carnegie Training, a
New York company that provides training on interper-
sonal skills, leadership, and customer service.
Besides the gossip that engulfs the office, if the

relationship ends on a sour note, there’s always the
chance the staffer will cry sexual harassment.
Don’t try to put a ban on romance, he says. That’s

impossible to do. It’s at work that people meet people.
It’s also where they spend the greatest amount of their
time. Ban relationships, and the office will end up
“with no power,” because it won’t find out about an
affair until an EEOC claim is threatened.
Instead, set a policy that “strongly discourages”

office romance. And include a provision that when
there is a reporting relationship, both parties must tell
management about it.
Along with that, lay out the rules: “we expect

everyone to maintain decorum and professionalism.”
Explain that office romances have to be carried on
after hours outside the office and also say that the

office prohibits unprofessional behavior such as argu-
ments or public displays of affection.
The real issue, however, is the reporting relation-

ship.
In that case, whether the office hears about it from

the lovers directly or via office gossip, meet with each
party individually and ask if indeed there is a roman-
tic relationship. A good script: “Gossip is circulating
that you and Person X are having a relationship. In the
interest of Person X and the office, is that the case?”
If so, ask if the relationship is consensual.
If the answer is no, the office has notice of harass-

ment and has to investigate.
But likely it is consensual, and in that event, look at

ways to make the situation as painless as possible for
the office.
For appearance sake, it may be necessary to move

the staffer to another part of the office.
However, appearance is the least of the issues. The

real issue is the reporting relationship.
Make whatever changes are necessary to ensure that

the physician has no supervisory influence over the
employee. That means taking the physician out of the
decision-making on the staffer’s job assignments, pro-
motions, raises, and bonuses.
There’s no way the manager can convince another

staffer that her 3% raise was fair when the lover got
5%.
From there, the only things to do is let love run its

course.

firing after an EEOC complaint
Can the manager discipline or fire a staffer who

has made a complaint to the office?
It depends on the nature of the complaint, says

employment law attorney JEREMYA. STEPHEN-
SON, special counsel to the McNair Law Firm in
Charlotte, NC.
If the employee is saying “my boss is mean” or “my

boss is unfair,” there’s nothing to worry about.
But if the complaint is about harassment or discrim-

ination, look out! Title VII, which covers those points,
also forbids retaliation, and the discipline or firing
could be viewed as retaliation against that person for
making the complaint.
What does the staffer have to prove?
To win a retaliation claim, an employee has to be

able to say “I was treated differently after I made the
complaint.”
So suppose the staffer gets disciplined for poor

attendance. But the poor attendance has been ongoing
and no mention has ever been made of it until after the
staffer tells the manager about harassment.
“That’s going to look like retaliation.” The claim is

going to be “my attendance was always a problem, but
they never disciplined me for it until after I com-
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plained about sexual harassment.” And that staffer has
a good argument.
The best safeguard against a retaliation claim is

consistent discipline, Stephenson says.
Treat the individual “exactly the same as the office

would absent the complaint.” And that goes both
ways.
“People are not immune because they complain.” If

the individual would have been laid off anyway, a lay-
off after a complaint is warranted. Or if somebody
complains about sexual harassment today and brings a
gun to work tomorrow, firing is necessary. Or if some-
one has nine attendance misses before the complaint
and then adds two more afterwards, discipline as
usual.
Another safeguard: “look at the history.” Treat

today’s transgression the same way the office has
treated similar transgressions when no complaint was
made. If the staffer claims to have been fired for filing
a Worker’s Compensation claim, for example, the
office will be on safe ground if the manager can say
“we’ve had dozens of Worker’s Comp claims from
people who didn’t get fired.”
What if today’s discipline is different from yester-

day’s?
Make sure there’s a solid business reason for it. If

the office is going to prevail, it’s going to have to
show why Staffer A, who complained about harass-
ment or discrimination, was treated differently from
Staffer B who was guilty of the same transgression
earlier.
Stephenson points to two factors that work in the

office’s favor.
One is the fact that “most of the time an employee

doesn’t have a smoking gun” to prove retaliation.
Instead, the staffer goes to the EEOC saying only “I
complained and I was fired.”
The other is the fact that the time gap between the

firing and the EEOC visit is usually three or four
months or more. And the more time that passes
between discipline and EEOC complaint, “the harder
it is for the employee to argue that the discipline was
caused by the complaint.”
“The longer the better,” he says. The employee’s

case weakens with every passing day.
For that reason, he recommends putting a three- to

four-month “halo” around any employee who makes a
complaint. Don’t take any disciplinary action against
that staffer during that time unless it’s absolutely nec-
essary.
If there’s a severe offense that calls for immediate

discipline or dismissal, discipline or dismiss without
hesitation. No court is going to view that as retalia-
tion. But if there’s any question, act in the employee’s
favor.
He also recommends another precaution that few

offices use, and that is to have a complaint form for

staff to fill out should they have a complaint of any
type.
“That forces them to put it I writing,” he says, and

“it’s amazing” how many people won’t do it.
The refusal doesn’t mean the office is off the hook

or doesn’t have to do an investigation, “but it reflects
on the credibility of the person making the com-
plaint.”

the ADA and medicine
Does the Americans with Disabilities Act protect

an employee who has a psychiatric condition and
refuses to take the required medication?
The short answer is no. What people get disciplined

or fired for “is failure to perform the essential func-
tions of the job,” Stephenson says. And not taking the
medication may precipitate that failure.
He gives the example of an employee with bipolar

disorder who goes off medication and starts lashing
out at patients or co-workers.
Discipline is in order. But focus on the behavior

and leave it at that. “Don’t get into whether or not the
employee is taking the medication.”
When someone is behaving inappropriately and the

manager finds out that the behavior is caused by an
ADA-protected mental disorder, treat it like any other
disability and do “an ADA analysis,” he says
Have an “affirmative and interactive” conversation

with the employee to find out if the individual is able
to perform the essential functions of the job with or
without a reasonable accommodation. If the answer is
yes, the question becomes one of “how can we modify
this job with an accommodation so this person can do
the work?” And depending on the extent of the accom-
modation needed, the answer may well be “we can’t.”
What if the staffer’s response is “I want to take the

medication but I can’t afford it”?
The ADA requires that the office find a reasonabile

accommodation, and paying for somebody’s medicine
is not reasonable, he says. “That’s asking too much of
an employer.”
The correct response in that situation is to tell the

employee that “proper behavior is an essential func-
tion of your job. If you are telling me you can’t
behave properly, then there isn’t anything I can do to
accommodate your situation. You may not be able to
keep working here.”

the third-party harasser
Can the office be sued for harassment that comes

from a third party such as a patient or vendor?
Absolutely. No matter where it comes from, if the

office knows there is harassment and allows it to con-
tinue, it has just created a hostile work environment.
Cover that in the handbook. Put in a statement that
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the office does not tolerate discrimination from any-
body, including third parties, and that employees
should report it and that complaints will be investigat-
ed without retaliation.
Go further and post a “statement of values” or “pol-

icy of respect” on a wall where third parties will see it
saying “we treat our employees respectfully, and we
expect everyone else to do the same.”
And what does the office do when a staffer com-

plains of harassment from an outsider?
The best response is “to have some backbone and

stand up” to the individual and say “we will not per-
mit you to talk to our employees that way.”
And if worse comes to worst, the office may have

to dismiss a patient or vendor. But don’t view it as the
end of the world, Stephenson says. Bad patients “are
much more trouble than they are worth.”
What about simply moving the staffer to another

job where there’s no contact with the harasser? Or
what about letting other staff do the interacting with
the individual?
Not the best idea, he says, because the office is just

exposing a different employee “to the same bad situa-
tion.”
The office can end the problem however it sees fit,

but the caution is that the staffer has to be pleased
with the solution and can’t view it as an adverse
action.
He gives the example of putting the staffer in a

lesser position or moving the staffer from a desk by a
window to a dark spot with no windows. Either could
be seen as adverse treatment.
To make sure the solution is adequate, ask the

staffer “is there anything else you’d rather we do?”
There’s no need to go so far as to give the staffer a
raise, but do make sure the solution is acceptable. �

Just how truthful
is that applicant’s resume?
Here’s how to find out
With unemployment high and jobs scarce, people

are doing more than brushing up their resumes. Some
are fabricating the facts to get in a better position for
winning a job.
There’s a way to sort out the facts from the fiction,

says MICHELLE TAYLOR, PhD, of Taylor
Consulting in Huntington Beach, CA, a company that
provides psychological and investigative services to
employers.
It begins with doing the fact-finding up front.
And it continues on to knowing when and how to

press a job candidate for more information, because

most fraudulent applicants will eventually talk them-
selves into a quagmire.

check the references up front
The key is to look for inconsistencies – in what the

applicant says and what the resume says and what the
background information shows.
Thus, it’s necessary to do the background and refer-

ence checking before the interview, not after it. Doing
it at the start gives the office “a foundation of infor-
mation” to compare to what the person says in the
interview.
Find out everything possible about that person

beforehand, Taylor says. Beyond the references, verify
the education and employment history. Google the
individual. Check out the social networking sites.
“There’s a lot of information to be had there,” and

besides its use in recognizing inconsistencies, it saves
wasting time interviewing someone only to find out
later that the resume is fabricated.
Further, it prevents the situation where the manager

gets a high regard for an applicant and then is willing
to overlook a few fudges that show up in the back-
ground check.

application required
More inconsistencies can come to light if the office

requires all applicants to fill out an application form.
People see that as unnecessary for someone who

has a resume, “but a resume can be tailored to show
what the applicant wants to present,” Taylor says, and
it can disguise some not-so-favorable points.
Suppose the resume shows an applicant leaving one

job in June 2002 and starting another in July 2002. On
the surface, that says the applicant left the first job for
the other. But it’s quite possible the applicant was
fired from the first job June 1 and didn’t find the sec-
ond job until July 31.
The job gap can be even greater for someone who

lists employment by years.
An application, however, can ask for exact dates of

employment. It can also ask for the names of supervi-
sors whereas a resume can leave out the ones who
weren’t so impressed with the applicant.
And more, if a not-so-truthful applicant fills out a

form in the office and doesn’t have the fabricated
resume to look at, some of the fabrications get forgot-
ten and written a bit differently.

set up multiple interviews
Detect further inconsistencies by having several

people interview the applicant and then compare
notes.
“Different people have different styles of question-



ing and get different information,” Taylor says, and
it’s not uncommon for multiple interviewers to uncov-
er conflicting information about work ethics or work
habits.
A nursing applicant might tell the doctor that

patient care comes first no matter how late it keeps the
office open and then tell the manager that overtime is
not possible. Or somebody might tell one interviewer
that a job change was made for a better opportunity
and then give another interviewer a completely differ-
ent reason.

five deception-finding tricks
Taylor also points to some simple tactics to elicit

more honest answers during the interview.
• Build rapport at the start of the interview by

engaging in social conversation instead of going
straight into the resume.
Any applicant goes into an interview with a list of

canned responses ready to give to questions about
work experience and history. The general conversa-
tion, however, lulls the applicant into a sense of being

accepted, and when the questions come later, that per-
son is relaxed enough to tell the truth.
• Ask about work habits and ethics at the beginning

of the interview and then ask for specifics later.
Taylor gives the example of the standard “what do

you consider your greatest weakness?” Anybody is
ready with some self-aggrandizing answer such as
“I’m a workaholic. You have to force me to take time
off.”
But on down towards the end of the interview, press

for specifics: “Earlier you said your greatest weakness
was being a workaholic. Can you explain how that
played out in your last job? What hours did you work?
How much time did you work at home? How did it
negatively impact your job? Will you work that hard
in your next job?”
Anybody who is a true workaholic will have direct

answers to give.
• Use silence. Ask a tough question, listen to the

answer, and then just sit there. Invariably, the candi-
date will fill up the quiet space with more informa-
tion.

Manager: “What would your current supervisor say
about you?”

Applicant: “She’d say I’m a good worker.”
Stop there and wait for additional comments. If

none are forthcoming, stretch out the wait by saying
“excuse me while I take some notes.” Then write
something down while the applicant sits and stews
and gets uncomfortable enough to fill in the silence
with additional information.
What the person eventually says may even be not so

glowing, perhaps “however, while my supervisor did
say I was a good worker, she mentioned I should work
on improving in X and Y areas.”
• Notice whether the applicant gives credit to other

people. In any office, people work in teams, and
somebody who takes sole credit for every accomplish-
ment is stretching the truth.
• Look for physical cues of lying such as poor eye

contact, sweating, fidgeting, “or being vague or pro-
viding far too much information on something.”
But do that with caution Taylor says. Culture plays

a role here. In U.S. culture, eye contact indicates hon-
esty; in other cultures it can be considered rude.
For that reason, it’s best not to look for specific

body language but for changes in the body language
the candidate is already exhibiting. For example, if the
applicant has kept eye contact throughout the inter-
view but then looks away on one question, it’s possi-
ble the answer is less than candid.
Don’t rely on physical response, but do use it as a

way to identify “what topics to stay focused on.” If
the candidate shows nervousness when talking about
some element, keep to the subject and look for incon-
sistencies. �
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